Abstract-A novel low-pass filter using complementary split ring resonators (CSRRs) for transmission zero control and sharp-rejection is presented. Three different CSRRs resonators cells are etched at the ground plane below a low impedance microstrip line for transmission zero control. A demonstration lowpass filter is designed, fabricated and measured. It agreed with the simulated results well.
INTRODUCTION
Low-pass filters (LPFs) of high quality, compact size and flexible reconfiguration are always desirable in modern microwave communication systems to remove undesired harmonics or spurious mixing products. Compact microstrip resonator cell (CMRC) [1] and defected ground structure (DGS) [2, 3] , as well as stepped impedance resonators (SIRs) are commonly used for this purpose. In the practice application, one of the requisite qualities is sharp pass-band to stop-band transition. But, the filters mentioned above all have gradual cut-off response. The rejection characteristic can be improved by increasing the number of cascade sections, which, however, would unfortunately deteriorate pass-band insertion loss (IL) and lead to larger physical size of the filter.
Recently, complementary spilt ring resonators (CSRRs) as the negative image of a split ring resonators (SRRs) have been investigated for negative permittivity and left handed (LH) metamaterial in planar configuration [4] [5] [6] . The dominant driving mechanism for CSRRs excitation is electric coupling, the electric field must be applied in the axial direction. For CSRR based transmission lines CSRRs must be etched either in the conductor strip or in the ground plane, in that region where the electric field is maximal.
The slow-wave factor of the microstrip line with CSRRs cells is defined by √ ε eff ,d and given as follows:
where L is the physical length of microstrip line, λ 0 is the guided wavelength, and ∆θ is the phase difference (in degrees) of microstrip lines between with and without CSRRs. ε eff is the effective microstrip permittivity. Figure 1 shows the variation of the slow-wave factor in terms of the effective permittivity with frequency. It can be seen that the uniform microstrip line shows an slow-wave factor of 1.48 in all frequency, where the proposed CSRRs microstrip line increased the slow-wave factor to 1.85 at the frequency 5.8 GHz, The results reveal that the slow-wave factors of the CSRRs microstrip line are improved by CSRRs cell, which also means the geometry size reduction. In the paper [7] , CSRRs were used to design low-pass filter (LPF) for the first time, but an open stub as a capacitive load was still used to eliminate spurious response, which, however, induce larger circuit dimension.
Here, an improved LPF is proposed using multi-CSRR cells cascaded. By changing the radius and line width of CSRR, a set of gradual transmission zero can be got. In this letter, the presented LPF is realized by cascading three CSRR cells to obtain three controllable transmission zeroes. With transmission zero appropriately chosen, the stop-band range of the filter could be expanded; meanwhile the sharprejection of pass-band to stop-band transition could be still maintained. The proposed one has been designed, fabricated, and measured on the substrate of ε r = 2.65, thickness h = 254 µm and loss tangent of 0.003. It shows good response with the simulated performance. The corresponding equivalent lumped circuit of the CSRR model has been reported in [8] , but it has been reproduced here for clarity and completeness. In the model, L is the line inductance, C is the coupling capacitance between the line and the CSRR. The resonator is described by means of a parallel tank, C R and L R being the reactive elements and R R accounting for losses. Figure 4 describes the simulated frequency response of the basic CSRR cell with different CSRR design parameters. Table 1 
DESIGN
It can be clearly found that f 3dB is immediately close to f Z , which means a sharp rejection from pass-band to stop-band. However, the increase of the magnitude of the transmission response against frequency on the upper f Z range band can also be noticed, which leads to a spurious pass band. If we alter the geometry parameters of CSRR cell by decreasing the radius r of the circle and width c of ring and split gap w, f 3dB and f Z of the CSRR cell increase drastically. Therefore, choosing geometry dimension of CSRR cell appropriately, f 3dB and f Z of the transmission response could be tuned into an arbitrary frequency range. Figure 6 . Layout of the proposed low-pass filter (LPF). Figure 6 shows the layout of the proposed low-pass filter. It consists of three different CSRR cells, which are cascaded with low impedance transmission lines. The geometry and electric characteristic of the cells are detailed in the Table 1 and Figure 5 respectively. In the proposed filter, the transmission zero of the CSRR cells were adjusted at 4.4 GHz, 5.4 GHz, 6.9 GHz respectively, which can be designed by tuning the geometry parameter. In the process of design, the variation of the r, c, d, w against the C R and L R can be easily applied to determine the transmission zero f Z . The final result are verified by EM simulator Ansoft HFSS. Because of the high Q value of the CSRR intrinsic LC tanker, the spurious pass band occurs rapidly on the upper f Z frequency range. Therefore, we cascade the different CSRR cells to tune their transmission zeros into the stop-band frequency range of the filter and put the spurious pass-band to upper frequency. 
MEASURED AND SIMULATED RESULTS
The proposed low-pass filter was designed, fabricated and measured with the line width W 1 = 780 µm and W 2 = 1500 µm. W 1 is the 50 Ω microstrip line width, W 2 is the 30 Ω low impedance microstrip line width. The geometry dimensions of the CSRR cells are depicted in the Table 1 . Measurements have been done using HP8510C vector network analyzer. The simulated and measured results are shown in the Figure 7 . The insert loss below 2.2 G is less than 0.9 dB, the return loss in pass-band is better than −20 dB. The 20 dB stop-band width is from 4.3 G to 6.5 G. Measured zero1 and zero2 agree with the simulated well while zero3 deflected from the simulated one to lower frequency due to the fabrication tolerance and the increase of radiation against the frequency at the CSRRs section. Figure 8 shows the photography of the proposed LPF. 
CONCLUSION
A novel microstrip lowpass filter using CSRRs is proposed. The lowpass filter is not only of good performance, low insertion loss, Sharprejection from passband to stopband but also has a wide stop-band owing to controllable transmission zero t by CSRRs cells. It can be easily implemented in microwave integrated circuit.
